INTERIOR DESIGN STUDIO

Mini Seeds
Studio
www.miniseeds.com

Nice meeting you!
MINI SEEDS' TEAM

Dear {client name }
Thank you for choosing Mini Seeds and the opportunity to
work with you on your ………

Our team has year of work experience and we're happy to be your
first step towards the best interior that is fun, creative functional
and practical to you and your lifestyle.

www.miniseeds.com

Where our passion
meets your needs
It’s always a pleasure to meet our clients in their homes starting new exciting projects with them.
We certainly believe that interiors have a big impact on our behaviour and wellbeing and are honoured to be able to
work with you and help you through this process to transform your ………. Into ……..

We work with home owners and business owners who value a well done interior design but lack the time to focus or
even know where to begin to help them get the design plan figured out, help them make confident design and budget
decisions.
With our very organized process and system, and by working with an excellent professional team we will layout the
goal, the vision, the budget and the timeline to ensure the project's success.
www.miniseeds.com

Who Are We?
Nevine

Sherry

Founder interior
Designer

Interior Stylist

Based in Ottawa Ontario, Nevine and Sherry are the duo behind Mini
Seeds.
The creative, thorough, fun-loving team is always up to date to everything
interior & style.
With what's each bringing to the table they're thriving to offer Mini Seeds'
clients an excellent customer service and exceptional quality results.
With our very organised process and system, and by working with an excellent
professional team we will layout the goal, the vision, the budget and the timeline
to ensure the project's success.

www.miniseeds.com

Work Show Case
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Work Show Case
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Our Values

01
02
03

We waant to save you time and money
Choosing finishes and executing your interior project to
completion can be overwhelming and time consuming.Hiring
our professional services for sourcing finishes and furnishings,
will save you time and money.

It's all about you and your project
We transfer all our experience to fit you, your style and your
goal.
Nothing's better than knowing we helped our clients
by saving them time and money

Excellent expireince is our priority
We'll walk you through a design plan that lays out the budget
and the timeline to ensure the project's success.

www.miniseeds.com
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OUR Experience
A team with architectural background +9 years experience in
decor and design, with ton of decor experience working
exclusively on your project and what will work best in your
space.

How We Work
All design and implementation will be clearly explained to you
which means there will be no surprises along the way , you
know what’s coming next, you only get to enjoy watching your
dreams coming to reality

Flexible Services
To ensure that we can work with every budget level, our clients
can choose how deeply involved they want our team to be in
their coming project.

www.miniseeds.com

Why Mini
Seeds?

Michelle Matthieu-Higgins
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Ottawa, Ontario
They paid attention to all the details and designed a space to perfectly
suit our family dynamics. Great service!

Client Feedback

Dayana Alexane
Ottawa, Ontario
I hired Mini Seeds to help me with my main floor design, the results are
truly amazing and I can't wait. to hire them again for my basement and
my kids roos interior

Sherif M.
Ottawa Ontario
This has been and amazing experience, the team is very professional
and fun, they worked flexibly with our busy schedule. My office now is
a mini get-away at home.

We would Love to continue working with YOU!
Choosing finishes and executing your interior project to completion can
be overwhelming and time consuming. If you are unsure of where to look
for materials and how to put everything together in a cohesive &
beautiful way, we can help.
The benefits of hiring our professional services for sourcing finishes and
furnishings, is that you save time and money. You also can be rest
assured that all selections chosen will flow within your space & work
wonderfully together. One mistake can compromise the entire look.
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Our Services
01
02

Consultation by the
hour in person and
online

On line Design plan
For DIY lovers

03
04

Our flexible design services ensure that we can work
with every budget level and that our clients can
choose how deeply involved they want our team to be
in their coming project.
We offer Turn-Keyfull interior services, as well
as Home DIY friendly packages and online services.

Home staging
for sale

Home decoration for
specail events and
holidays
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Full design services
and project
mangement

Styling and
decoration
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What to expect next

01
02
03

Building upon our meeting today
we will follow up with sketches, recommendation,, actionable steps
on how to tackle your decor challenge.

You Decide
At this point, You could be done, your problem is figured out and you
can go on your own.
If your space needs more complicated work that we can handle for
you, you can hire us back to finish the work .

We Start With a proposal and take it from there.
We offer you a proposal , so you can make an informed decision when
you hire our team to complete your project.
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We would Love to continue working with YOU!
Thank you again for trusting us and looking forward to working with you
on future projects.

Mini Seeds Studio
www.miniseeds.com
613-700-0642
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Now the furniture gets delivered,
window treatments get installed, rugs
laid and art hung., adding finishing
touches and styling and
Photographing the new renovated
room

Furnishing and photography

FINAL TOUCHES

That’s when we choose the Materials ,
the furnishing and all the
specifications

Final detailed approval

MATERIALS AND
FURNISHINGS

WWW.MINISEEDS.COM

A time-table is developed for
purchasing and ordering work to be
done, hard goods like Flooring, Builtins paint colour, wood work, tiles,
stones are installed.

Project management and
implementation

CONSTRUCTION AND
INSTALLATION

We work with our contractors to
create your project drawings, the
colour palette, the furniture style, floor
plans and 3D views to show you on
paper your new design.

for your review and approval

DESIGN DEVELOPEMENT

Introduction to your project and
familiarizing ourselves with what your
project is all about.
to give you an estimated investment
total + the associated design fees .
When you approve it we go for phase
2

Initial meeting + agreement and
cost

PROPOSAL

Your project’s

EFFECTIVE WAYS
OF STUDYING
B E F TOI MREEL I NEEX A M S

